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1. **Open the file you wish to
edit.** In this chapter, you
open the image in the file
named **red_car.tif**. 2.
**Create a new document,
using the File menu and
choosing Photoshop CS6.**
In the menu bar, you see the
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File menu (see Figure 1-1).
Clicking the File tab displays
the standard file-open dialog
box in which you can either
browse your computer for a
file or navigate to one using
the Open dialog box. By
default, all your files open in
this newly created document.
You can then change the
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name of the file to any of the
other customizable document
names available. (See the later
section "Naming Photoshop
Files.") 3. **Choose the
Layers from Background
command and be sure to
check the Create New Layer
at the Bottom of the Layer
list.** See Chapter 6 for more
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on layers. The Layers from
Background dialog box opens,
as shown in Figure 1-2. In the
Layers from Background
dialog box, the upper half
contains a grid of thumbnail
previews that show the layers
in your image. Notice that
only the top layer is in bold.
Any images used by layers
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below it are not shown by
default. 4. **Click on the red
car layer thumbnail to expand
the thumbnail for that
layer.** In this image, the
layer is shown with only the
red car layer highlighted. To
see the yellow, blue, and other
layers contained within, you
need to expand the thumbnail.
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5. **Click on the New Layer
button at the bottom of the
Layers from Background
dialog box.** This button
adds a new layer to the
current document. You will
see the Layer Properties
dialog box open, as shown in
Figure 1-3. The Options
section enables you to set a
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variety of properties of the
current layer, including its
opacity, size, and type (solid,
texture, pattern, or gradient).
You can also drag the layer
out of the document to make
it a separate, floating object
that will be moved around.
(Chapter 6 offers a thorough
tutorial on layers.) For now,
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we'll leave the first layer in
place. 6. **Click OK.** The
Layer Properties dialog box
closes. 7. **Pick the Eraser
tool from the Tools palette
and erase the top layer of the
car to reveal the yellow and
blue layers of the mat.**
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Photoshop Elements 12
features New for Photoshop
Elements 12: Touch editing in
the new Touch Editor The
new Touch Editor includes a
new, multi-touch editing
experience that leverages the
power of tablets and the type
of fingertip interactions they
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enable. With this new editing
experience, users will find it
easier to create content using
tools that are designed to
enhance creativity and
productivity. Making the most
of touch With new features
like Smart Guides, the Touch
Editor is designed to help
users accurately and easily
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create content with familiar
tools. Smart Guides help users
place an image within a
specific location on a canvas,
like a ruler or the side of a
photo frame. These guides are
just as adjustable as the ones
in Photoshop Professional,
but offer a new finger-
sensitive experience. New
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palettes The new editing
experience is complemented
by a series of new palettes.
The new Palettes feature puts
nearly every tools of the
Touch Editor in a single
palette. New tools include a
selection brush and Smart
Erase Brush, a Magic Wand
tool, and layers. Powerful new
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Fill and Paint tools In
addition to the new tools and
palettes, the new Fill and
Paint tools in the Touch
Editor are made to
complement existing tools,
including the Magic Wand
tool. The new Fill and Paint
tools can be used to fill an
area with color, and includes
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a selection brush and ability
to easily create simple shapes.
New healing tools There are
new healing tools with
features not found in
Photoshop Elements 11.
When used with the Touch
Editor, these tools bring the
healing performance
previously available only in
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Photoshop Professional to the
photo editor included in
Photoshop Elements. In
addition to several new
features, Photoshop Elements
12 includes improved digital
imaging technologies and
tools, The Touch Editor
provides users with a more
intuitive editing experience.
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Users can use Multi-Touch to
make quick, precise edits. A
multi-touch interface allows
for four simultaneous fingers
to be used when making an
edit. You can remove objects
that are laterally outside of
the image you are working
on. You can also delete
objects on the right, left or
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bottom side of an image. The
application can intelligently
recognize the edges of objects
and display guides to help
with accurate selection. Using
gestures like swiping up on
the left or right of an image
can help users with tricky and
precise selections. The New
Touch Editor is designed to
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help users make more
accurate edits. It makes it
easy to 05a79cecff
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Rain the day Jori received her
metaphorical baptism by fire,
and then a wintery mix of
snow, sleet, and rain the next
two days. Then another fresh
dump the day before I took
Jori on her walk. And now,
the last day before two
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weeks! It was cold! I warmed
up with coffee and toast, and
then Jori and I were off on a
nice, brisk, snow-less walk.
We saw a couple of
deer—and a rabbit! It was on
the road, near a snow line. We
were hoping it wasn’t an
escaped coyote or something,
so I stayed close. I do like
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deer, and I’m not afraid of
any of them, but I also like
my safety. Rabbit, not so
much. (But he didn’t run, so
he must be okay…) We kept
walking. We walk in the city,
it’s one of the fastest routes. It
also has the fewest number of
people. (A great combination
for a kid.) But the sidewalks
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are plowed in the city. It’s up
to us whether or not to walk
on the snow-lined streets.
There is a temptation to let
Jori walk on streets where
there is no sidewalk. But
some of the streets are four-
ways, so we’ve had to walk in
the street. We walked up
Third Avenue, with its many
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fine homes and families. We
walked down to Broadway,
and to the plaza, and back up
to Third. We walked a bit
more. And finally, it got dark.
I was driving a sedan, but I
had Jori in the back, and she
was full of energy. I put on
the car’s rooflight to let her
see, and she bounced up and
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down and made the whole car
shake. We got home. It was a
nice walk. Saturday was a bit
different. The city sent out
crews at 7:00 am and stayed
out there till 7:00 pm. Which
meant we were pretty much
alone. Jori, always a bit
apprehensive about the city,
was relieved to be home and
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at her usual pace. We walked
up to Third Avenue and back
to the top of Broadway. When
we got to the plaza, she was
ready to turn back. I saw a
large, boisterous father in a
mask who was trying to chase
down a ball-player toddler,
and I was ready to go too
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Q: Hive : Partitioning a table
fails I have a table in which
some columns are indexed
and some are not. I am trying
to create a partition over it to
be used later. I did the
following: create table tab1 (
id int, col1 int, col2 int) ; alter
table tab1 add partition
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(col2='1', col2='2'); I got the
error: FAILED: Error in
metadata: The value of
partition key col2 is not valid
for the column col2.
Expected: Actual: . Error: An
assertion failure occurred
when a column was added to
a partition key. If I look at the
corresponding hiveQL, it is
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alter table tab1 add partition
(col2='1', col2='2'); and not
alter table tab1 add partition
(col2='1', '2'); Are there any
differences between those
two? How can I fix this? A: In
case the options column is
index, the number of options
needed to be inserted is not
matched by the number of
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columns in the partition
definition, that's why there is
an error: Expected: Actual:
To fix it, we need to add the
second set of'values, that is,
col2='1','2'. "Yes, you're right,
both are ways to define the
options column. Only
difference is that first one,
will create the options column
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as index column, while the
second one will create the
options column as text string,
but it's better to write the
correct one." Guns, Food, and
Fluoridation: Two Case
Studies of International
Community Action on
Drinking Water Standards.
The 1973 Geneva Protocol on
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Human Settlements calls upon
signatory countries to
promote water fluoridation,
and such actions are often
seen as examples of the
covenant states' commitment
to the human rights norm of
the prohibition of torture. In
this study we compare two
recent efforts in countries not
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party to the treaty. The first
was an introduction of a
fluoridation campaign in
India, which ended in 1985,
while the second was a
successful effort to introduce
water fluoridation in the
Republic of Congo, which is
bordered to the east by the
Democratic Republic of
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Congo. These experiences are
contrasted with an analysis of
the development of
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System Requirements:

Operating System: Windows
XP, Vista, or Windows 7
Processor: Intel Pentium 4
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Hard Drive: 40 GB HD space
Video Card: 256MB NVIDIA
8600 or ATI Radeon 9600
graphic card Sound Card:
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DirectX 9.0c compatible
sound card DirectX: Version
9.0c or later Keyboard: Wired
USB keyboard Monitor: 12”
1280 x 1024 resolution with
True Color (32 bpp) Note:
Please DO NOT USE the 3rd
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